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COCINANDO
BY TONY SABOURNIN

Musical Productions, Inc. gave its recording star Nino Segarra a Gold
Record as acknowledgement for sales exceeding 50,000 units for the
production Con La Musics Por Dentro during Segarra’s presentation in

WAPA Television in San Juan, Puerto Rico.

CONO! WHAT MUST WE DO TO GET GLENN MONROIG out of Puerto

Rico? Something tells me this is the most oft-asked question in WEA Latina

headquarters. Let's face it: Glenn Monroig is an acquired taste, more difficult

to imbibe if one remembers his father Gilberto's gut-wrenching guitar-trio

boleros. Causa y Efecto ought to erase such

similes forever.

To be understood, this nom-myoho-

renke-kyo of a production has to be

analyzed in its totality, beginning with

the cover, designed Dante's Inferno-style

to fit a Roman architectural columns
framing equally dispersed cutouts of

various personalities, including U.S.

president Jorge Arbusto. The CD booklet

has other interesting details. Like the

glossary for the Puerto Rican vernacular

used in the song "No Finjas," or the note

on "Mid-Life Crisis" bemoaning the ab-

sence of an appropriate Spanish transla-

tion for that very important phase of a

man's life, or the commment under "Sin

Tu CariNo": "This song is my wife's

private property. Whoever wishes to sing it must obtain her consent."

Once the playing starts the songs hit you. Like "Jugando a la Casita," an

appeal to battered women—musicalized to a tropical funk beat—to stop "play-

ing house." "No Finjas," a plea—also in funkish lingo—for people in general

to be honest with themselves. Halfway through the song, Monroig breaks into

a homeboy rap that mocks today's raperos and ends with severe criticism of the

island's Governor.

By the time one listens to the title cut, or "Tu y Yo," or "Casitas de Carton"

(all eminently radio-programmable in terms of sounds, non-obscene lyrics and,

except for the latter, length) one wants to grab the nearest dancing partner

available—human or not—and Astaire around the room to Monroig's and Pepe
Ojeda's cascading string arrangements, layered flexibly enough to fit the

bouncing rhythm section, and Glenn's seamless and forever-rising cre-

scendoes.

I think Causa y Efecto suffers from the same illness recently diagnosed here

for Willie Colon's Color Americano, and that wew’ill from now on call St. Thomas'

PDs Disease. Why? Because programmers, overwhelmed by an ever-growing

number of releases, subconsciously prefer non-icons to come to the stations and
make themselves available for promotional purposes—this being for them the

most justifiable reason to listen to their most recent offering and, hence, believe.

Even though this is strictly a matter between the label and the artist, WEA
Latina ought to use its persuasive best to get Glenn Monroig to do a promo-
tional tour throughout the United States and Latin America, and get the world
to hear Causa y Efecto.

Because, coho, this is one hell of a production.

THIS SHOULD BE STORED IN THE WHAT-TO-DO-WHEN-You've—Been-
Squeezing-Your-Brains-In-lmportant-ContTact-Negotiations File. Lore has it

that, after a hard day's work ironing out contract details with a Dominican
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superstar, Sony Discos A&R VP Angel Carrasco decided to go for a much-
deserved break to the lobby of the Jaragua Hotel. There, he was suddenly
enchanted by the voice and performing style of one of the hotel's featured

performers, a man named Domingo Contreras. When Carrasco was introduced

to the singer his first question was: Can you get two other female singers?

Contreras said, "Sure thing."

Cut to the next morning. Contreras called Carrasco from his hotel lobby with

Kathryn Rose—a blonde Puerto Rican beauty from Ponce who had done

back-up vocals for balladists like Basilio—and Rebeca Garcia who had done

similar stints with Braulio, Vikki Carr and Rodo Jurado. The next thing Carrasco

did was place two
calls: One went to

Sony Discos' one-

man A&R
workshop, Jorge
Luis Piloto, to set

aside three of his

most recent com-
positions. The other

was to eminent
Dominican
producer Manuel
Tejada, for arrang-

ing and producing

responsibilities.

And just like that.

Triad a was born.

But, to paraphrase

Duke Ellington, a

birth without swing

don't mean a thing.

Triada—thank God
and Manuel
Tejada—swings
right off the bat with

"Dando el Alma"
(well received with both a radio version and a club re-mix), Piloto's "Contigo"

and "Congelada," as well as Victor Victor's "Deja." Yet don't expect Triada's

swing to overwhelm you immediately. There are no nerve-wrecking sax guajeos

a la Coco Band or any a lo maco jumps. Just soft, not boring, radio-friendly tunes

that leave the listener—tapping feet on a-one-and-a-two—wanting more.

It's a damn shame that visa difficulties have made it impossible for the trio to

make a planned promotional tour of the United States and Latin America.

Notwithstanding that minor obstacle, I think Triada has with this production

successfully established that merengue-pop might just be the one musically

homogenizing hemispheric bond. Carrasco promises the next production will

be even better. I can't wait.

Glenn Monroig


